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Finite geometries in which each plane is projective or dual atTine over the 
field of two elements, or afFine over the field of three elements, are studied. 
It is shown that no connected geometry can mix all three species of planes, 
and the geometries in which projective and dual affine planes occur are classified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A geometry 9 = (9, 58) is a finite point set 9’ and a collection .5? of 
subsets of 8, called lines. A subgeometry Y = (9”, 9’) is a subset 8’ 
containing all lines dp’ which meet 8’ in two or more points; a plane 
is a subgeometry generated by two intersecting lines. Our purpose is to 
study geometries in which the planes are of specified isomorphism type. 
The classical projective geometries are geometries in which every plane 
is projective; classical affine spaces are the geometries in which each plane 
is shine, if lines contain four or more points (see [l, 21). J. Hall [3] and 
L. Tierlinck [4] have shown that in a connected geometry in which each 
plane is either projective or afIine, all planes are isomorphic. We shall 
show that if dual affine planes DA(q) are also allowed, mixtures can occur. 
Theorem 1 classifies those connected geometries in which planes of type 
P(2) and DA(2) appear. Theorem 2 describes a rather limited class of 
spaces in which all planes are dual affine. In other work, we have described 
the spaces in which all planes are DA(2); these are variations on symplectic 
space, with hyperbolic planes as lines. The corresponding investigations 
for planes over larger fields require different methods, and will be presented 
separately. 
Throughout this discussion, lines are assumed to contain exactly three 
points, and intersect in at most one point. We write u + o for the third 
point on the line through the collinear points u and v. We also write 
(S, T ,..., u, v ,... ) to denote the subgeometry generated by S, T ,..., u, v ,.... 
It is sometimes convenient to abuse our notation by referring to a set of 
points as being a subgeometry, without mentioning the inherited lines. 
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? PRELIMINAKI&.S L. 
We shall be concerned with three isomorphism types of planes. The 
projective plane f’(2) has as its points and lines the nonzero elements and 
subgroups of order 4 in an elementary abelian group of order 8. Removt 
one point and the lines containing it from P(2); the remaining points and 
lines form the dual afhne plane DA(2). The points and lines of the affinc 
plane A(3) are the elements and cosets of cyclic subgroups in an elementary 
abelian group of order 9. 
Two points p, q in a geometry need not be collinear; see, for example 
a dual affine plane. If p, y are collinear, we write p - y; otherwise WC 
write p 1. q and say p and q are perpendicular. The relation - define! 
the arcs of the collinearity graph I”($) of a geometry 9. We call the 
geometry connected if r(Y) is a connected graph. Our first proposition: 
will be useful in the sequel. 
PR~PWITION 1. Let !g be a connected geometry in which each plan 
is either DA(2), P(2), or A(,3). Then ifp and q are perpendicular in Y, there 
exists r collinear with both p and q. 
Proof. Since 9 is connected, it is enough to show that for each “path’ 
P - s - t - q, we can find a replacement p - r - q, for then all path 
may be shortened to length two. We may take r as s or t, unless we assum 
that y 1 t and q 1 s. Then considering the DA(2) planes (p, s, t) ant 
(s. t, q) we see that p - ,r -t t - q, as desired. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 9 be a connected geometry in which eat, 
plane is either DA(2), P(2), or A(3). Then for any subset S of 59 
S1- =_ { p: p i s, s E S> is a subgeometry of 9. 
Proof. It is enough to consider S = (s), and then compute intersection 
for the general case. If s 1 p - q i s, then p -t q .L s, for otherwise 
(p, q, s) would be a DA(2), and in a DA(2), no point is perpendicular t# 
two points of a line. Thus (s)l is closed with respect to formation of liner 
The construction below produces the geometries we shall eventual1 
characterize. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let V and E be elementary abehan groups of order 
2’; and 2”. Let B be the elements in V @ E not in E, and let 9 be the st 
of subgroups of order 4 which intersect E in (0). Then if k > 2, S(k, 8) = 
(9, 64) is a connected geometry in which all planes are BA(2) or Y(2). 
Proof. For x, y E 9, x - y if and only if the cosets x t E and y - 
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The statement (3) is equivalent to saying that Y* g 9&k, & + l), but 
in a language more convenient for the proof below. To see the equivalence, 
observe that if (3) holds, and we assign x E Y the coordinate (x, 0) and 
U* E Y*\Y the coordinate (0, l), then Y* is properly coordinatized 
by V @ E @ Z, , so Y* E B(k, 8 + 1). 
To prove (3), we must decide how to choose u* for each U. From (3.ii), 
we see that D and U* cannot be collinear. Thus if u E {p}‘, an obvious choice 
for u* might be p. Suppose that for some particular u E {p}’ A 9, we 
choose a* = p. This immediately forces other choices. If (v, w, z) is a line, 
we must choose w* = a* + z to satisfy (3.ii). (Note that D* - z if and 
only if Y - z, by (2) above.) We call this the value of w* determined by ZJ*, 
and write ~*(a*). Now if u - w N x, we can define x* = x*(w*(v*)); 
from Proposition 1, this will produce (at least!) one y* for each y E 9’. 
For lines through a*, (3.ii) holds as a consequence of the construction 
for w* where w - Y. Thus (3.ii) holds generally, provided starting all 
labeling from a* yields the same results as starting all labeling from 
w* = w*(v*). We must show that y* determined by any path (or paths) 
from a* is equal to y* determined by any path from w*, where w - v. 
According to Proposition 1, only paths of length 2 or less need to be 
examined. This guides our case division below. In all cases we assume 
t’ - w. 
Case (a). y is one of 2, or w. 
By symmetry we may assume y = v. If z = u + w, w*(v*) = U* + z, 
so u*(w*(v*)) = w*(Y*) + z = u*. 
Case (b). 2), w, y for a triangle in r(9)). 
This can occur in two ways. 
Case (hi). (u, w, y) is a line. 
By the definition of w* = w*(v*), u* + w* = y = z, + w, and the 
plane (v*, y, v) is DA(2). In this plane, y*(v*) = a* + w = v + w* = 
Y”(W”h 
Case (hii). tr - w - y - v and (v, w, y) is a plane. 
Letm=v+y,n=w+y,andp=v-tw.Theny*(v*)=u*+mand 
y*(w*) = w* + n; but these points are equal, as is easily seen in the plane 
Xv*, P, m>. 
In the remaining case, y is distance two from one of v, w. We may assume 
v IY. 
Case (c). v 1 y - w. 
Here we must compare y*(w*) with y*(z*(u*)), where y N z N w. 
Case (c.i). v 1 y - w, z N v, w, y. 
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We apply the results on triangles from (b) to obtain: ,v*(z+(u’)) 
y*(z*(w*(u*))) = y*(z*(w*)) y*(w*). 
Case (c.ii). v i 4’ - W’. L‘ ^ r ,’ - J’, J 1. 11‘. 
Let u = v + w. Then since 2 -- II but z i_ IV, z - U, and similarly y - Ii. 
Now case (ci) applies with (v, U, y, z) in place of (0, w, y, z) above. Thus 
y*(z*(v*)) = y*(u*) = y*(u*(w*)) -= y*(w*), by (b). Our case analysis 
is complete. We have shown that starting from a fixed “double” v* for ti, 
our recipe defines a y* for each p E 9’. Further, had we defined y* starting 
from IV* = w*(z;*) where 1: - w, the result would have been identical, 
so that y* is uniquely determined. By the connectedness of Y, we may 
begin defining “doubles” from any convenient location. 
Starting from having defined v*, we saw that if (v, w, u> is a line, then 
(v*, IV*, U> is a line, and if c’ - w, then (II, w, ~1 -+- WI and (c’*, I+‘*, L; -r w, 
are lines. Thus (3) is completely proven when it is seen that u* - w* implies 
v - w. 
The method of constructing the points z* assures that {z*) L n .Y’ == 
{z}’ n 9’. This was true for the initial choice of v*, and if c - w, then 
w*(v*) i w. lt then is clear from (2) and the structure of 9’ that the points 
of 9 perpendicular to IV* are exactly those perpendicular to w. Now 
assume v* - w*, and choose u in .Y so that u - v, w (see Proposition 1). 
As the preceeding paragraph indicates, we may assume that L.* -- Lo* 
and w* = w*(u*), so that .\ -: I?~ + ZI* and t = w* + U* both belong 
to 9’. Since v* is collinear with all points on <s, t) if and only if L: is, the 
two planes (s, u, t\ and (s, u*. t) are isomorphic, and v* i- w* -:: 2: -; M', 
so that TV - w as required. This completes the proof of (3), and therefore 
also Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2 has the same proof as Theorem 1, with slight changes in 
wording. The phrase “maximal projective subspace” should be read, 
“line.” Step (1) is replaced with the remark that since 9 is connected, % 
is either a point or contains lines, and all lines are isumorphic. Step (2) 
is part of the hypothesis of Theorem 2; the rest of the proof applies directly. 
4. OTHER MIXTWRE~ OF PLANES 
We shall see that no connected geometry can contain planes of all 
three isomorphism types P(2), I&i(2), A(3), but that mixtures of DA(2) and 
A(3) can occur. The first step is to put J. HaM’s result into this context. 
PROPOSITION 4 (J. Hall). Let B be a connected geometry in which 
each plane is isomorphic to one uf P(2), DA(2), or A(3). Let P be a projective 
subspace of 9 which contains a P(2), and suppose that s is a point of 3 
collinear with all points of P. Then <P, x: is a prqjective subspace. 
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are different. Thus, either x - y, or, choosing any z not in the coset 
x + E, we have that x - z - y, so that S(k, 4) is connected. If x - y - z, 
then either x, y, z are collinear, or they generate a plane. The points in 
the plane are the elements of B contained in the subgroup H = (x, y, z). 
The plane is P(2) if H n E is {0}, and is DA(2) if H n E has order 2. 
A projective (sublgeometry is a connected (sub)geometry in which all 
planes are P(2). We remark that the maximal projective subgeometries 
in 9(k, e) are in one-to-one correspondence with the complements of E 
in V @ E. Note also that for anyp E S(k, Q), pl contains no lines. 
3. GEOMETRIES IN WHICH P(2) AND DA(2) OCCUR 
This section is devoted to proving two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let 9 be a connected geometry in which each plane is 
isomorphic to either P(2) or DA(2), and assume that at least one P(2) occurs. 
Then 99 g 9(k, t) for some k, 8, with k > 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let 9 be a connected geometry in which each plane is 
isomporphic to DA(2), and assume that no point is perpendicular to any 
line. Then 9 s %(r, 1) for some t, and some r < 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. In the notation of Proposition 3, we first construct 
V by coordinatizing a maximal projective subgeometry of 9. 
(1) Let 9’ be a maximal projective subgeometry of 9. Then 
Y s Y(k, 0) for some k > 3. 
(This is the classical coordinate theorem for projective spaces; we 
include it here for the sake of completeness, and because it suggests the 
approach adopted in the cases which follow.) 
Assume that a subgeometry Y’ of 9’ has been identified with the non- 
zero elements and 4-subgroups of an elementary abelian group W, and 
let x E 9, x $ Y’. The geometry (9”, x) must be coordinatized by the 
group W @ 2, . Each point v E Y’ is assigned coordinate (v, 0), x is 
assigned coordinate (0, I), and v + x is assigned coordinate (v, 1). It 
remains to check that three points form a line exactly when their coordi- 
nates generate a 4-group. Lines containing two points from 9’ need not 
be considered, and lines through x have been correctly labeled by con- 
struction. Suppose p = (v, 0), q = (w, 1) and L = (p, q), with w # 0. 
Consider the plane (p, x, q). By construction, r = x + q has coordinate 
(w, 0), and s == p + r has coordinate (v + w, 0), from the coordinates 
in 9”. Now the construction assigns (I’ $4’. 1 j. as coordinate to Y .,. 
but .X .;. s .m p --t q. so the coordinates on i. are correctly assigned. Now 
suppose p =- (c, l), q --m (it‘, I) with P. MS not 0. In the plane j .t‘. /I, r,t , 
s -I ,D has coordinate (t’, 0) and x -~ q has coordinate (M’, 0) so that 
r (.U t- p) -1.- (x js (I) is labeled (L‘ -_- +v, 0). Since 17 q r. the line 
through p and q is correctly coordinatized. Thus coordinates for V ’ can 
be extended to coordinates for c.Y’, .Y’), proving (I). Note that A I: 3 
since $9 contains at least one P(2). 
Now suppose .Y is a subgeometry of 9, containing a maximal projective 
subgeometry 9’ of ‘9, and suppose 9’ :s Y(k, /) for some k, 1. The next 
step shows how to label a point x # .Y, in the coordinatization of .‘f. .Y 
(2) Let x be a point in 9 not in .Y”‘. but not perpendicular to .I/;‘. 
Then ix>-’ n .Y contains no lines, and for any 1) t {xi n .Y, ;x: n .‘P -= 
iv}’ n 9. 
Suppose L is a line of Y, perpendicular to X. Embed L in a maximal 
projective subspace V of 9. From the hypothesis and the structure of 
.Y e Y(k, d), V contains at least one plane. Now choose y G 9’ with 
y - x; we choose y E V if possible. If it is not possible, V 1. X, and then 
there is some line L’ C V so that <y, L’) is a P(2) plane. If y E- k; : y. L’: 
is a f’(2). In any case, there exists a projective plane P s P(2) in 9’. 
containing a point y and a line L with x - y, x _i;_ L. Let L = (a. b, c>, 
Then the planes (x, y, a; and /.Y, y, b) are D&2), so that z -7. I - .I 
is perpendicular to a point on each of the lines ( y, a>. ‘~ y, b), This meam 
that {z]-” contains a line L” in the plane P, so that there is a point q ir 
L n L” belonging to P and perpendicular to both .Y and z. But ther 
q 1 y -:: x -+ z, a contradiction. Thus no line of 9’ is perpendicular to x 
Now choose zi E (x}‘- n ,Y. From the structure of 9’ and what we have 
just seen, {II}‘- n Y contains (x}” n 9. If L” E {II)‘- n Y and x ,- D’, ther 
for a maximal projective subspace V’ containing v’, {.x$ j n I/’ is empty 
But then (x, V’> is a larger projective subspace of 9 (see (I)), in contra, 
diction to the initial choice of 9’. 
We are now prepared for the main step. Suppose Y; is a sub&ometr! 
of 9 containing a maximal projective subgeometry of 9, and suppos 
.Y g $Y(k, t) is coordinatized by I/ @ E. Let p be a point in 9, collinea 
with some point in 9 but lying outside 9’. We will show that (9, p j = 9” 
can be assigned coordinates. It is sufficient to establish the following claim 
(3) The points in ,4”*:,.4p can be assigned labels o*, where v C’ 9 
in such a manner that: 
(3.i) u* - w* only if u - w, 
(3,ii) (x, y, z> is a line if and only if <x*. y*. Z‘ is a line. 
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Proof. (P, x) is a projective space if and only if for each line e of P, 
(6, x) is a projective plane (see Section 2, step (1)). Thus it’s sufficient to 
consider the case when P is a plane. This is the situation J. Hall considered, 
except that his hypothesis does not consider allowing dual affine planes. 
However, an examination of his proof shows that each time a plane is 
examined, it is a plane of the form (L, y) where y is collinear with all 
points of the line L. Thus even under our hypothesis, his argument is 
valid, for DA(2) never arises in (P, x). 
The next result eliminates one possible mixed geometry. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let c?? be a connected geometry in which each plane 
is isomorphic to one of P(2), DA(2), A(3). If P zz P(2) and Q g DA(2) 
are subplanes of 9 intersecting in a line then (P, Q) contains no plane 
isomorphic to A(3). 
Proof. Label the points in P and Q so that the lines are: 
P: <a, b, c>, <a, d, e>, (4 g>, (6 4 f >, (6 e, g>, Cc, 4 g>, Cc, e, f >. 
Q: (a, d, e>, (a, d*, e*), (a*, d, e*), (a*, d*, e). 
Note that labels include the information that a I a*, d i d*, e 1 e*. 
If each plane generated by a line in P and a point in Q is P(2) or DA(2), 
the coordinatization in Section 2 shows that (P, Q) has planes of type 
P(2) and DA(2) only. Thus we may assume that (c, a, d*) is A(3), if the 
proposition is false. The lines in this plane A can be taken as: 
A: (a, b, c>, <a, d*, e*>, (6 h, 0, (c,j, 6, Cd*, i, k), (e*, W, 
(a, h, kh (6 d*,j), Cc, e*, 0, (a, iA (6 e*, kh Cc, d*, h). 
The new letters introduced represent points not appearing in P or Q. 
We now consider the further planes. Since d and d* belong to the plane 
((c, d*, h), (c, d, g)), it is a DA(2), and since c, d* - g, we have g 1 h. 
In the same manner, we see from the DA(2) plane ((b, e, g), (b, e*, k)) 
that g 1 k. By Proposition 2, g 1 h + k. But h + k = a N g, a contra- 
diction. 
With these two results in hand we now prove: 
THEOREM 3. Let 9 be a connected geometry in which each plane is 
isomorphic to one of P(2), DA(2), or A(3). Then one of the following holds: 
(i) all planes in 9 are isomorphic; 
(ii) planes isomorphic to P(2) and DA(2) but not A(3) exist in 3; 
(iii) planes isomorphic to DA(2) and A(3) exist in 9. 
Moreover, each of these conclusions occurs. 
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Proof. It is enough to see that all three types of planes cannot ~oeuist. 
for J. Hall’s result eliminates the P(2) ~~~ A(3) mixture. 
First choose a projective subspace P of maximal cardinality in .c. If 
(i) or (iii) is not holding, we may assume that P contains a plane. %ow 
choose .Y maximal among all subspaces of !4’ which contain P but no 
A(3) planes. The structure of .Y is given by Theorem 1. Now let .r -- :‘i: .Y’. 
.‘I not perpendicular to .Y. By the maximality of P, ancl Proposition 4, 
{xl’- n P is not empty. The proof of (2) in Section 3 applies to show that 
{s)’ n .Y contains no lines. Let 11 E {x} ’ n .Y _ The proof of (2) also shows 
that (v)l n Y’ :-- (u) n .,Y, provided that Proposition 4 ic cited in the 
final line. Now consider the planes ,L, x:, as L varies over the lines in .I/“. 
If (L, .r>: is A(3), then {xl- n L {of’ n L ~. (z)jm’ ~1 L is empty, so 
(v, L> is P(2). Now ifp E L, ~‘c. p, x1, is DA(2), in contradiction to Propo- 
position 5. Thus for all lines I, in .Y’, ‘Is, L;, is P(2) or DA(2). This same 
conclusion applies when x is replaced by any point in any one of the planes 
(x, L:>. Now the proof of (3) in Section 2 applies with no change, for, as 
we define z)* = x, and construct a point W” for each u’ E .Y. no A(3) 
planes will appear. Thus <:<Y’, x,> is a subgeometry containing no .4(3) 
subplanes, a contradiction to the maximality of .ir-‘~ 
The classical projective, alline and sympletic spaces show that con- 
clusion (i) can occur. Proposition 3 provides an example for (ii). The 
proof of Theorem 3 is thus completed by the following: 
EXAMPLE. Let P = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. I*, 2*, 3*, 4*, 5”, 6*,7*, 
8*, 9*>. Then there is a geometry 9 with point set P, containing the lines 
of the A(3) planes: 
A, : (1, 2, 3j, (4, 5, 6,,, (7, 8, 9,, (1, 4, 7;,, (2, 5, S;,, 13, 6, 9), 
(1, 5, 9), (2, 6, 7), (3, 4, S>, t<l, 6, S\, (2> 4, 9\, (3, 5, 7); 
A 2 : (1, 2, 3), (4*, 5*, 6*>, (7*, 8*, 9*:, (1, 4*, 7*,:, (12, 5* 8*‘/, 
(3,6*, 9*>, (1, 5”, 9*>, (2, 6*, 7*\, (3,4*, S*>, (1, 6*> 8*), (2,4”: 9*), 
(3, 5*, 7*j; 
A, : (l*, 2*, 3*). (4*, 5*, 6*), ~‘7, 8, 9), cl*, 4*, 9), :2*, 6*, 7j, 
<3*, 5*, 8), (l*, 5*, 7), (2*,4*, 8), (3*, 6*, 9:,, c:l*, 6*, S), (2*, 5”. 9>, 
(3*, 4”, 7). 
There are 9 remaining lines; these, with three of the lines above form the 
Iines of an A(3): 
4 : (4, 5, 6), (7*, S”, 9*>, (l”, 2*, 3*>, :4, 3*, 7*>, is, 2”, 9*:,, 
(6, 7!, 8*), <4,2*, 8*), (5, l*, 7*), (6, 3*, 9*>, (4, l*, 9*), j5. 3”. 8*>, 
(6,2”, 7”). 
The remaining 27 planes in this geometry are all isomorphic to D.4(2). 
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Verification of details is left to the reader. We close with the remark 
that this example deserves a broader context, if there is one; no other 
examples of this type are known to me at present. 
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